Disclaimer & Requirements for Full Take-Off / Cut-List:
All Bullet Points and Initial/Signature Areas Must Be Filled Out Completely.

Are You Committed to Purchase or Are You Looking at Pricing?



Yes, I'm Ready to Purchase _____(initial)
No, looking for budgetary pricing _____(initial)


Billing Address: __________________________________________



Shipping Address: ________________________________________



Contact Name & Phone #: __________________________________



Panel Profile Choice: _______________ Width of Panel: ________



Finish/Color & Gauge Choice: ______________________________



Does Your Project Meet the Minimum of 3,000+ SF of Western States
Scope: Yes _____(initial) No ______(initial)



Customer Must Provide a Final Full Set of Architectural Plans - No
Exceptions.





Full Take-Offs are a free service provided to purchasing customers only.
It is on a first come first serve basis and take-off lead times will vary.
We cannot guarantee a date/time to complete a take-off.
Only 1 full take-off with cut-list will be completed per project.

I understand: _________ (initial)
Disclaimer:
1. Western States Metal Roofing (to be referred to as ‘WSMR’ going forward) will not
be held liable or responsible for any take-offs.
2. WSMR will not be held responsible for any sizes or any wrong details that were
not checked by the customer.
3. All final quantities, sizes and lengths of all panels and trim shall be determined by
customer’s final field measurements that the customer performs.
4. WSMR will not do any site visits or double check measurements or anything else
of that nature. Once the customer signs off on the order confirmation, WSMR will
take that as confirmation that the customer has checked off on all quantities,
sizes, lengths, panel
(profile/finish/gauge), trim, accessories and all other contents within the order.
5. WSMR also recommends that the customer does not pre-order material based off
of the project plans but rather that they wait until the actual job can be field
verified.

Sign Here: _______________________________________ Date: ______________________
*By signing this I understand and agree to the above numbered items: #1 - #5 and acknowledge
that Western States Metal Roofing (WSMR) is providing a free service in which they are not
responsible, or liable for any back charges or mistakes that were not double checked and field
verified prior to ordering the material.

